I. INTRODUCTION
When a massive negatively charged particle ( Ϫ , Ϫ , K Ϫ , p ) is slowed down in helium target, it may replace one of the electrons of a helium atom and get captured in a highly excited state of the resulting exotic helium atom. Such states promptly cascade down via Auger transitions to lower excitations where the negatively charged particle gets lost either via absorption by the helium nucleus ͑as is the case with Ϫ , K Ϫ ) or via annihilation with a nucleon ͑as for p ). In general, this takes times less than 10 Ϫ12 s. However, as it was observed in the bubble-chamber experiments with negative pions in 1960s ͓1͔, the fraction of decay ''at rest'' events is anomalously large. To explain this anomaly Condo suggested ͓2͔ that some of the particles can form metastable atomic states, in which a heavy particle is initially captured into a nearly circular orbit, with lifetime determined only by the radiative deexcitation rate and the proper lifetime of the injected particles. Later, a direct confirmation of Condo's trapping hypothesis has been obtained at KEK in experiments with kaons ͓3͔, and subsequently at TRIUMF for Ϫ ͓4͔ and at KEK for antiprotons ͓5͔. A systematic study of the antiprotonic helium has been performed in experiments at CERN a detailed review can be found in Ref. ͓6͔ ; the latest results on the high-precision spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium metastable states are presented in Ref.
͓7͔.
After being stopped in a helium target and captured by an atom
the negatively charged particle X Ϫ occupies the highly excited Rydberg states with principal quantum number n ϳͱM */m e , where M * is the reduced mass of X Ϫ and the helium nucleus. Thus, nϳ38 for the initially populated states for the antiprotonic helium atoms, He ϩ p , for kaons n is about 29, for pions nϳ16, and for muons nϳ14. We assume that electron is approximately in a 1s state. These states deexcite through the competing mechanisms of Auger or radiative transitions, and in collisions with neighboring helium atoms. For nearly circular orbits of X Ϫ , when lϳnϪ1, the Auger decay rate is strongly suppressed. This can be easily understood if we take into considaration that the Auger transition,
is only possible if the released energy exceeds the electron ionization energy, i.e., if ⌬nϭ͉nϪnЈ͉ is large enough. That means that for a circular state the change of the orbital angular momentum of X Ϫ should satisfy ⌬lϭlϪlЈу⌬n min . Let us define the multipolarity of the Auger decay of a state as the minimal value of ⌬l for which the Auger transition to a lower state is allowed by energy conservation. We see that the Auger decay multipolarity of circular ͑and nearly circular͒ states is significantly higher compared to noncircular states and the Auger decay is suppressed. As it has been discovered in experiments ͓3-5͔ the collisional quenching is also suppressed, and even in a liquid helium a fraction of the long-lived states is still presented. It turns out, therefore, that the lifetime of the nearly circular states may happen to be determined by the relatively slow radiative transitions and reach anomalously high values of hundreds of nanoseconds, up to microseconds as for p atoms.
Throughout this paper, we will be using exact quantum numbers: L-the total orbital angular momentum and v-the vibrational quantum number of a state. The atomic classification scheme, where (n,l) are the principal and orbital quantum numbers of the X Ϫ state can be regained by replacing L by l and v by nϪlϪ1.
The pioneering works by Russell ͓8͔ presented first numerical results for circular orbits of pionic, kaonic, and antiprotonic atoms. A general consideration of antiprotonic and kaonic atoms based on the Born-Oppenheimer approach can be found in Ref. ͓9͔ . The Auger transition rates for the antiprotonic helium atoms He ϩ p were calculated in Refs. ͓10-12͔.
From the theoretical point of view, the Auger decay width ⌫ may be defined in terms of the S matrix for the scattering of an electron from a ͓He ϩϩ X Ϫ ͔ ion, as a resonance pole on the unphysical sheet of the Riemann surface of the complex energy E. In this work, we apply the method of complexcoordinate rotation ͑CCR͒ ͓13͔ to determine the resonance parameters E r and ⌫. The advantage of the method is that the latter are obtained by using square-integrable wave functions, and can be further applied in evaluation of higher-order relativistic and QED corrections to the nonrelativistic energy. The approach is based on the variational expansion ͓14͔.
This work presents a precise study of the Condo-type metastable states of exotic helium atoms other than antiprotonic helium. We believe that our results will become a good guide to experimentalists working in the field.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
The exotic helium atoms under consideration consist of an electron of mass m e , a helium nucleus of mass M He , and a negatively charged particle X Ϫ of mass M X . The nonrelativistic Hamiltonian ͑in atomic units eϭបϭm e ϭ1),
where R and r are the position vectors of X Ϫ and of the electron relative to the helium nucleus, while T and V denote the operators of kinetic and potential energy.
The wave function of a state of total angular momentum L, its projection M onto z axis of the space-fixed frame and total spatial parity may be written as
where the components G l 1 l 2 L (R,r,) are functions of the internal degrees of freedom and are expanded as follows:
The complex parameters ␣ i , ␤ i , and ␥ i are generated in a quasirandom manner ͓14͔.
The complex-coordinate rotation method ͓13͔ ''rotates'' the coordinates of the dynamical system in the following way r i j →r i j e i , where is the parameter of the complex rotation. Under this transformation the Hamiltonian ͑2͒ changes as a function of H ϭTe Ϫ2i ϩVe Ϫi , ͑5͒ and the continuum spectrum of H is rotated on the complex plane around branch points ͑''thresholds''͒ to ''uncover'' resonant poles situated on the unphysical second sheet of the Reimann surface in accordance with the Augilar-BalslevCombes theorem ͓15͔. The resonance energy is then determined by solving the complex eigenvalue problem for the ''rotated'' Hamiltonian
The eigenfunction ⌿ obtained from Eq. ͑6͒, is square integrable and the corresponding complex eigenvalue EϭE r Ϫi⌫/2 defines the energy E r and the width of the resonance ⌫, the latter is being related to the Auger rate as A ϭ⌫/ប. The use of a finite set of N basis functions defined by Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ reduces the problem ͑6͒ to the generalized algebraic complex eigenvalue problem
where Aϭ͗⌿ ͉H ͉⌿ ͘ is the finite NϫN matrix of the Hamiltonian in this basis and B is the matrix of overlap B ϭ͗⌿ ͉⌿ ͘.
III. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
The numerical solution of Eq. ͑7͒ was obtained using the inverse iteration method, which, in our opinion, is the most efficient method both from the point of view of computational time and numerical stability against round-off errors. The variational intervals for the nonlinear parameters ␣,␤,␥ in Eq. ͑4͒ were optimized manually using two components ͑with l 2 ϭ0,1) in the variational expansion ͑3͒ and a set of Nϭ300 basis functions. Equation ͑7͒ was then repeatedly solved with these optimized values for a set of rotational parameters ϭ0, . . . ,0.20 and dilatation parameters a dl ϭ0.99,1,1.01 using basis sets with Nϭ1700-2000. Here the dilatation is defined as a transformation of all coordinates of the dynamical system: r i j →r i j a dl . Three sets of nonlinear parameters ͓16͔ were used in the variational expansion: one-for the bound state wave function, and other-for the intermediate states with excited electron orbitals, and the third-for the scattering state. The number of components in Eq. ͑3͒ was taken equal to the multipolarity of the Auger decay ⌬l and is explicitly indicated in the tables. States with ⌬lу4 were treated as truly bound states.
The properties of the negatively charged muons, pions, and kaons are presented in Table I .
The calculated energies E r , Auger widths ⌫ and Auger rates A are summarized in Tables II-VII. In parentheses, the numerical uncertainty is indicated. In general, calculated results are more accurate than the number of digits shown in tables, the energies have been truncated according to the uncertainty in the mass values of negatively charged particles, the actual numerical accuracy is then shown as uncertainty in the Auger width of a state, since the imaginary part ⌫/2 of the energy position has the same numerical uncertainty as the real part E r in the CCR calculations. Tables II and III contain results for the metastable states of He ϩ Ϫ . The radiative decay rates rad have also been calculated for the (14,0)→(13,0) transition and for the (13,0)→(12,0) transition. Since all other radiative transitions from these states are much slower ͓9͔, the quoted rates determine the radiative lifetime for the states. It is worth noting the surprisingly slow Auger decay rate of the state (14,0) for both 3 He and 4 He isotopes, which is lower than the radiative rate. That might be due to interference effects in the resonance decay dynamics similar to the one studied in Ref. ͓17͔ .
To ensure that this anomalously slow Auger rate is not caused by insufficiently accurate calculations for these states, we performed an extended calculation for the (14,0) state of the 4 He ϩ Ϫ atom. In order to avoid round-off errors a sextuple precision arithmetic has been used. Results of this calculation are plotted in Fig. 1 . As is seen from this figure, the rotational paths clearly converge to a resonant pole on the complex plane providing a very high resolution of the position of this pole. The value of the muon mass for this calcu- Tables IV and V. Finally, Tables VI and VII summarize results for the kaonic helium metastable states. In the latter case, the radiative lifetime is a few microseconds and the dominant decay channel is the ''at rest'' decay of a kaon.
A question may arise from the analysis of the tables why there is a large isotope effect for the Auger decay rate, say, in the state (L,v)ϭ(14,0) for muonic and in the state (L,v) ϭ(16,0) for pionic atoms. The rate for the 4 He atom is almost two orders of magnitude lower than for the 3 He atom. In fact, this quantity depends on many circumstances, such as closeness to the two-body threshold, correlation with excited electron configurations and etc. One may notice that for some states, for example, for the (15,1) state of the pionic atoms, the multipolarity is different for different isotopes Because in one case, 3 He, a two-body threshold lays slightly below the state energy and in other case, 4 He, it is slightly above making a ⌬lϭ2 Auger transition energetically prohibited. We want to stress that our method is an ab initio calculation and no approximations are made except the finiteness of the basis, and we have cautiously studied convergence and may conclude that the obtained results are stable.
The similar calculations have been performed by one of the authors ͓18͔ for the antiprotonic helium atoms. In this case, precise experimental and theoretical data is available. The point on the plot where the paths are nearly stationary determines a position of the resonance on the complex plane. Numbers in parentheses (n 0 ,n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ,n 4 ) indicate the number of basis functions n l 2 in a component G l 1 l 2 L of the expansion ͑3͒. The difference between major ticks for the x axis is 5ϫ10 Ϫ14 a.u.
